Tempi has finally released their Glow In The Dark Drumsticks
Tempi has released the groundbreaking Tempi Glow in the Dark Drumsticks for
Musicians to help drummers be seen and love playing the drums, 100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed or their money back!
Tempi has released the groundbreaking Tempi Glow in the Dark Drumsticks for Musicians to help
drummers be seen and love playing the drums, 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed or their money
back!Charlotte, United States - April 19, 2017 /PressCable/ -After identifying a lack in the market, Tempi took advantage of it and created the Tempi Drumsticks
for Musicians. The unique difference between any other drum sticks on the market and Tempi's, is
that they truly glow in the dark AND are made of the highest quality, hand-picked American hickory.
Not only will drummers finally be noticed, but they will be highlight of the performance, with 100%
Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Tempi was founded by musicians to help and truly deliver great quality products and musical
instrument accessories that fuel musicians' passion for music and help them become even better!
The Tempi Drumsticks are the ONLY drumsticks on the market today that do NOT use batteries,
glow in the dark and are a superior drum stick to the majority of others on the market! Covered in a
fluorescent coating, the drumsticks reflect light and produce a glow in the dark effect! Some light is
required to create this effect and when the Tempi Drumsticks do, it's awesome!
Dan from the New York Arts Center says, "I can say that not only is this a great product but the
customer service is absolutely second to none. I wish every company was operated in the extremely
friendly and fair way that Tempi is. Highly recommended."
Don't miss out on the opportunity to get the new Tempi Drumsticks on Amazon! Limited Inventory is
in stock since the demand for these drumsticks are so high so Don't Miss Out! Why settle for an
average, boring pair of drumsticks when drummers can go for great? Be significant, impress others
and have fun when playing the drums!
Tempi's Drumsticks are offered in colors Neon Green, Neon Yellow and Neon Pink and size 5A, the
standard drum stick size!
They are available on the most trusted platform in the world, Amazon.com, for JUST $12.95
discounted from $28.95! They make an excellent gift for beginner AND advanced drummers. Don't
miss out and get the Tempi Drumsticks with Free 2-Day Shipping (for Amazon Prime customers).
Many drummers and family members purchase the drumsticks together with the best-selling Tempi
Metronome for Musicians! Deliver a fantastic performance, recital or music practice and improve
rhythm and tempo with both products today!
https://www.amazon.com/Tempi-Glow-Sticks-Drummers-Green/dp/B06XWGDP5Q
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